**SPEAKER TRIPOD**

Lift-assist Aluminum Tripod Speaker Stand with Integrated Speaker Adapter

---

**Raise and Lower the Speaker with Ease!**

The JBLTRIPOD-GA is an incredibly easy speaker stand to use thanks to the internal pneumatic shock that literally raises the speaker for you. The stand's internal shock easily raises speakers weighing 35 lbs and less with no effort from the user. And, the JBLTRIPOD-GA requires very little effort from the end user to raise speakers weighing more than 35 lbs. When you're ready to lower the speaker, we've provided a convenient and ergonomic hand grip from which you can guide the lowering of the speaker - with just one hand.

---

**Over-sized Heavy Wall Aluminum Tubing**

The entire stand (legs, mast, and telescoping tube) uses oversized, heavy-walled aluminum tubing for durability, functionality, and weight savings. The JBLTRIPOD-GA will not rust or corrode thanks to its architectural anodized finish. It is very smooth to operate, and is extraordinarily strong yet lightweight.

---

**Patented Tripod Design**

The JBLTRIPOD-GA's offset tripod base design provides more support than typical “off-the-shelf” speaker stands. The design makes for very tight internal fittings, doing away with unnecessary sloppy leg problems.

---

**Patented Die-cast Metal Collar on TLF**

The collar on the tripod leg fitting (TLF) prevents over-tightening and breakage issues associated with all plastic designs. Plus, our die-cast fitting is 30x stronger than ABS or Nylon plastic used by the competition.

---

**JBLTRIPOD-GA SPECS**

- **JBLTRIPOD-GA — Black**
- Height 3'8" - 6'7" (1118mm - 2007mm)
- Weight 12.1 lbs. (5.5 kg)
- Base diameter 47" (1194mm)
- Telescoping Tube: 38mm
- Tube Adapter: 35mm
- Load capacity of 150 lbs. (68 kg)
- Folded 43.5" x 5.5" (1105mm x 140mm)

---

**AIR-POWER TECHNOLOGY**

Raise and lower your speaker with relative ease with the JBLTRIPOD-GA thanks to the internal pneumatic shock that does all the heavy lifting for you!